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Raptivity Receives “Award of Excellence” in Best of 2015 Elearning! Awards 

 

Raptivity, the award-winning eLearning software for interactive learning, was recognized with the Award 

of Excellence in the Best of Elearning! 2015 Awards, in the ‘E-learning Development Tool’ category. 

These awards, constituted by Elearning! Magazine, are based on the votes by readers and professionals 

from both the private and public sector where more than 4,000 nominations are casted for the best-in-

class solutions across various product categories. 

 

According to Catherine Upton, Group Publisher, Elearning! Media Group, each brand named as a finalist 

will receive an award of excellence or winner honors. “Given the high volume of votes and the number of 

nominated products, every one of these solution providers should be proud to be voted as best-in-class by 

their customers,” she added. 

 

"Globally, users recognize Raptivity as the leader in the field of rapid interactivity. The Best of Elearning! 

Awards recognition has reinforced Raptivity's leadership", said Vikas Joshi, Chairman and Managing 

Director, Harbinger Group.  

 

Janhavi Padture, VP, Strategy and Research, Harbinger Knowledge Products adds, “Every day we hear 

how Raptivity is changing the way organizations train their employees, students, and partners, and this 

recognition clearly points to Raptivity’s impact on eLearning. We are grateful to all Raptivity users for 

expressing their satisfaction through their votes. As a gesture to thank our esteemed user community, we 

are pleased to announce special pricing for the entire suite of Raptivity offerings. These special prices are 

valid until March 31, 2016.”  

 

Raptivity, a leading interactivity builder tool allows users to achieve better learning outcomes with 

meaningful interactivity. Raptivity’s customizable interaction templates including exercises, diagrams, 

games, simulations, 3D objects, virtual world interactions, videos and more, are based on best practices in 

instructional design. The vast collection of 190+  interactions can be published in Flash and/or HTML5 

format. Raptivity also provides Raptivity Linker, a free add-on that allows users to thread together stand-

alone Raptivity interactions to create short learning experiences. 

 

To know more details about the award winners, visit: http://www.2elearning.com/latest-news/item/56391-

best-of-elearning-2015-finalists-revealed  

 

To know more about Raptivity, visit www.raptivity.com.  

To know about the special offers, visit http://www.raptivity.com/store.  

 

About Raptivity 

Raptivity® is a rapid interactivity builder that allows you to quickly and easily create learning 

interactions. It has a diverse variety of 190+ interactions to select from. Raptivity helps the educators and 

trainers to enrich their content with the well-designed interactions from various categories like games& 

simulations, presentation aids, visual aids, brain teasers, assessments and many more.  

 

Raptivity® is a world renowned award winning eLearning product that has been appreciated by various 

learning bodies. It was recently adjudged the winner in ComputED Gazette's 18th Annual Education 

Software Review Awards (EDDIES) 2013. It has also won the prestigious ComputED Gazette's '19th 

Annual Best Educational Software Awards (BESSIE's) in “eLearning creation website” category. 

Raptivity recently received an Award of Excellence in ‘ELearning Development Tool’ category in Best of 

2015 Elearning! Awards. 
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About Harbinger Knowledge Products 

Harbinger Knowledge Products is recognized as a global leader in interactivity solutions for knowledge-

sharing applications including learning, presentation and web development. Harbinger Knowledge 

Products is a part of Harbinger Group, which serves customers in over 65 countries through its offices in 

Pune (India), Redmond (WA, USA) and through its partner network worldwide.  

 

For three consecutive years, Deloitte has named Harbinger Knowledge Products among the fastest 

growing technology companies in its Technology Fast 500 Asia Pacific and Technology Fast 50 India 

programs. Red Herring named Harbinger amongst world's top 100 private technology companies. 

Harbinger’s patented technology and sound thought leadership have resulted in groundbreaking products, 

including market-leading Raptivity®, innovative YawnBuster, and cutting-edge SiteJazzer and 

TeemingPod. 

 

For more information, visit www.harbingerknowledge.com or contact Harbinger Knowledge Products at 

425.861.8400. 
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